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I.

INTRODUCTION
The University of Miami School of Law Human Rights Clinic and Immigration Clinic,

The Florida Immigrant Advocacy Center (FIAC), Alternative Chance, The Center for
Constitutional Rights (CCR), and Loyola Law Clinic and Center for Social Justice request
precautionary measures, under Article 25 of the Rules of Procedure of the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights, on behalf of Gary Resil, Harry Mocombe, Roland Joseph, Evel
Camelien, and Pierre Louis, as well as all similarly-situated detained Haitian nationals who have
final orders of removal from the United States immigration authorities based on criminal
offenses and who face imminent and forcible deportation to Haiti.1 In accordance with Art. 28(i)
and Art. 33 of the Rules of Procedure of this Commission, no claim contained within this petition
has been submitted pursuant to another procedure before an international governmental
organization of which the United States is a member. 2

1

Throughout this Petition, the named and unnamed Petitioners will collectively be referred to as “Petitioners.”

2

Undersigned advocates for Petitioners are aware that a similarly-situated individual, Paul Pierre, has filed for
precautionary measures with this Commission. Paul Pierre v. United States, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Case No. P-1431-08
(filed December 6, 2008). Undersigned advocate Rebecca Sharpless is representing Mr. Pierre in his case before the
Commission. Mr. Pierre’s case was filed in December 2008 and is still pending. Mr. Pierre, like the Petitioners here,
has been detained by U.S. immigration authorities and is scheduled for imminent deportation. The Undersigned
urge the Commission to grant both Mr. Pierre’s request for precautionary measures as well as the instant request
filed by Petitioners.

2

II.

OVERVIEW: BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
The January 12, 2010 massive earthquake in Port-au-Prince, Haiti left over 200,000

Haitians dead and 1.2 million more displaced and homeless. One year later, the serious
humanitarian crisis in Haiti not only persists but has worsened. The recent cholera epidemic,
combined with contested elections, severe street violence and social unrest, has sent Haiti into a
tailspin. The country is experiencing a public health and humanitarian crisis of epic
proportions. 3
Notwithstanding the continuing catastrophe in Haiti, Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) announced on December 9, 2010 to a small group of community-based
organizations and legal aid groups that it was (1) lifting a prior ban on deportations to Haiti for
individuals with criminal convictions, and (2) ending its policy of releasing detainees with orders
of removal after 90 days. 4 The moratorium was one of a number of humanitarian measures that
3

Secretary General Ban Ki Moon, Remarks to the General Assembly, UNITED NATIONS NEWS SERVICE.
(Dec. 3, 2010), available at http://www.un.org/apps/news/infocus/sgspeeches/statments_full.asp?statID=1025 (last
visited Jan. 6., 2011) (“The challenges arising from the January 12 earthquake -- enormous as they were already -have been compounded by the needs arising from the passage of Hurricane Tomas, the cholera outbreak and
increasing political tensions.”). The Pan-American Health Organization expects 650,000 new cholera victims over
the next six months, meaning that 8.3% of the total Haitian population is expected to have contracted cholera by
June 2011 – meaning another 23,000 deaths are expected in the next 6 months. See also Richard Knox, Doctors
Urge Cholera Vaccine for Haiti, Neighbors: NPR, NAT’L PUB. RADIO (December 10, 2010), available at
http://www.npr.org/2010/12/10/131950133/doctors-urge-cholera-vaccine-for-haiti-neighbors (last visited Jan. 6,
2011) (The epidemic has reportedly spread to neighboring Dominican Republic, and experts believe that Haiti will
continue to suffer from the outbreak for several years); IACHR Expresses Concern Over Situation in Camps for
Displaced Persons in Haiti, No. 114/10, IACHR HOME (November 10, 2010), available at
http://www.cidh.oas.org/Comunicados/English/2010/115-10eng.htm (last visted Jan. 6, 2011) (“An estimated 1.4
million people are still living in camps for internally displaced persons with limited access to food water and
hygienic facilities.”); UNITED NATIONS OFFICE FOR THE COORDINATION OF HUMANITARIAN AFFAIRS (OCHA), Haiti
Earthquake Situation Report #34, 1-2 (Apr. 16, 2010); Liesl Gerntholtz, Sexual Violence: Help Haiti's Women,
Human Rights Watch, Mar. 9, 2010, available at http://www.hrw.org/en/news/2010/03/10/haitis-rape-crisis (last
visited Jan. 6, 2011).
4

Jennifer Kay, Deportations Loom as Deadline for Haitians nears, Miami Herald (Dec. 20, 2010) available at:
http://www.deseretnews.com/article/700093504/Deportations-loom-as-deadline-for-Haitians-nears.html (351
deportees being held in Louisiana with ICE expecting to deport 700 in 2011) (Last visited Jan. 4, 2011); Frances
Robles and Nadege Charles, Deportations of Haitian Convicts Set to Resume, MIAMI HERALD.COM (Dec. 21, 2010),
available at http://www.miamiherald.com/2010/12/21/1982902/deportations-of-haitianconvicts.html#ixzz1A5H8poJI (last visited Jan. 6, 2011) (“Some 100 Haitians in South Florida had their
deportations placed on hold after a Jan. 12 earthquake that killed an estimated 300,000 people. But recently they

3

the U.S. Government had adopted until conditions improve in Haiti. The other humanitarian
measures included Temporary Protected Status (TPS) designation to Haitian nationals living in
the United States prior to the earthquake, 5 humanitarian parole for certain orphans, 6 and deferred
action for qualifying individuals who arrived after the earthquake. 7
It is ironic that on December 9, 2010, the same day ICE lifted its ban on deportations, the
U.S. State Department issued a travel warning discouraging any nonessential travel to Haiti on
account of the situation of “continued high crime, the cholera outbreak, frequent disturbances in
Port-au-Prince and in provincial cities, and limited police protection and access to medical
care.” 8 Authorities immediately began rounding up Haitians from their homes in communities
across the country, detaining hundreds of individuals. ICE is holding Haitians in various
were rounded up, held at the Krome Detention Center in West Miami-Dade and then last week transferred to three
facilities in Louisiana. They make up about a third of the 351 ex-convicts nationwide whose deportations to Haiti
were suspended after a 7.0-magnitude earthquake rocked the country.”).
5

TPS is a temporary immigration status granted to eligible nationals of Haiti, or persons without nationality who last
lived in Haiti. Haitian TPS beneficiaries are allowed to both remain and legally work in the U.S. for an 18-month
period beginning January 21, 2010. Pending extension by the Secretary of Homeland Security, TPS status will
expire on July 22, 2011. See Designation of Haiti for Temporary Protected Status, 75 Fed. Reg. 3476 (Jan. 21,
2010); Statement from Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano on Temporary Protected Status (TPS) for
Haitian Nationals, U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Security (Jan. 15, 2010), available at
http://www.dhs.gov/ynews/releases/pr_1263595952516.shtm (last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
6

Secretary Napolitano Announces Humanitarian Parole Policy for Certain Haitian Orphans, U.S. Dep’t of
Homeland Security (Jan. 18, 2010), available at http://www.dhs.gov/ynews/releases/pr_1263861907258.shtm (last
visited Jan. 6, 2011). Advocates had also asked the U.S. government to take additional steps to address the scope of
the current humanitarian crisis in Haiti by granting humanitarian parole to Haitians in Haiti with family members
residing in the U.S. or with urgent medical needs. The U.S. government, however, has refused to exercise its parole
authority for these groups of Haitians. See generally Haiti Advocacy Working Group (HAWG), available at
http://ijdh.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/HAWG_Immigration_FINAL.pdf (last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
7

“Refugees Live Uncertain Existence In a Maze of Immigration Laws,” Miami Herald (July 7, 2010), available at
http://www.miamiherald.com/2010/07/11/v-fullstory/1726132/refugees-live-uncertain-existence.html# (last visited
Jan. 5, 2011).
8

U.S. State Department, Bureau of Consular Affairs, Travel Warning: Haiti (Dec. 9, 2010), available at
http://travel.state.gov/travel/cis_pa_tw/tw/tw_4632.html (last visited Jan. 6, 2011). See also Letter From Vincent
Warren, Executive Director Center for Constitutional Rights, and Bill Quigley, Legal Director Center for
Constitutional Rights, to President Barrack Obama (Dec. 16, 2010), available at
http://www.ccrjustice.org/files/FINAL%20Letter%20to%20President_Haiti%20Deporatations%20%282%29.pdf
(last visited Jan. 5, 2011).

4

facilities, including Hudson County Jail in New York and T. Don Hutto Residential Center in
Taylor, Texas. ICE transferred a large number male detainees from the Krome Service
Processing Center in Miami, Florida, where they had access to their families and a large nearby
Haitian community, to three remote jails in Basile, Lasalle, and Waterproof, Louisiana,
effectively cutting them off from their families, communities, and advocates. 9 In at least one
case, guards assaulted a detainee who peacefully resisted transfer. 10
According to U.S. immigration authorities, the detained groups are slated for deportation
to Haiti in mid-January 2011. 11 On January 5, 2011, some Petitioners detained at Tensas Parish
Correctional Center in Waterproof, Louisiana were fingerprinted in apparent preparation for
deportation. Petitioners have not only been detached from their families and lives in the United
States but also face indefinite and arbitrary detention in squalid detention facilities upon their
arrival in Haiti. Under a longstanding policy of the Haitian government, explained below, all
deportees with criminal records are detained in Haitian police station holding cells upon arrival
in Haiti under conditions that have been widely documented as inhumane.

9
There are only six nonprofit immigration attorneys in Louisiana. Of the 77 attorneys who are members of the
American Immigration Lawyers Association, 55 are located in New Orleans. Moreover, unlike other cities in the
United States, New Orleans has only a small community of private attorneys willing to accept pro bono immigration
cases.
10

Lerner Decl., Ex. A-1 ¶ 8.

11

Frances Robles and Nadege Charles, Deportations of Haitian Convicts Set to Resume, MIAMI HERALD.COM (Dec.
21, 2010), available at http://www.miamiherald.com/2010/12/21/1982902/deportations-of-haitianconvicts.html#ixzz1A5H8poJI (last visited Jan. 6, 2011) (“Some 100 Haitians in South Florida had their
deportations placed on hold after a Jan. 12 earthquake that killed an estimated 300,000 people. But recently they
were rounded up, held at the Krome Detention Center in West Miami-Dade and then last week transferred to three
facilities in Louisiana. They make up about a third of the 351 ex-convicts nationwide whose deportations to Haiti
were suspended after a 7.0-magnitude earthquake rocked the country.”). This timing has been confirmed by
advocates’ conversations with U.S. immigration officials.

5

Despite pleas to halt the removal program, ICE quietly continues to move forward with
the planned deportations. Public pressure, including letters and op-eds, has fallen on deaf ears. 12
Family members and advocates for these Haitians have reported continued round-ups or threats
thereof throughout December 2010 and early January 2011.
Meanwhile, ICE has remained decidedly silent about the decision to resume deportation.
ICE’s website contains no information concerning this systematic removal of Haitians from U.S.

12

U.S. Gov’t Resumes Deportations to Haiti Amid Spiraling Cholera Outbreak and Worsening Humanitarian
Situation, JSF Post (Jan. 1, 2011), available at http://www.jsf-post.com/2011/01/01/u-s-government-resumesdeportations-to-haiti-amid-spiraling-cholera-outbreak-and-worsening-humanitarian-situation/ (last visited Jan. 4,
2011); CCR Sends Letter to Obama Raising Concerns Over Immediate Plans to Resume Deportations to Haiti Amid
Spiraling Cholera Outbreak, Center For Constitutional Rights (Dec. 16, 2010), available at
http://www.ccrjustice.org/newsroom/press-releases/ccr-sends-letter-obama-raising-concerns-over-immediate-plansresume-deportat) (last visited Jan. 4, 2010); Letter from Vincent Warren, Executive Director, Center for
Constitutional Rights and Bill Quigley, Legal Director, Center for Constitutional Rights to President Barrack
Obama, December 16, 2010, available at:
http://www.ccrjustice.org/files/FINAL%20Letter%20to%20President_Haiti%20Deporatations%20(2).pdf (last
visited Jan. 4, 2011); Rights Groups Denounce U.S. Decision to Resume Deportations to Haiti Amid Cholera
Outbreak and Worsening Humanitarian Situation, Center for Constitutional Rights (Dec. 13, 2010),
http://www.ccrjustice.org/newsroom/press-releases/rights-groups-denounce-u.s.-government’s-decision-resumesome-deportations-h) (last visited Jan. 4, 2011); Brandon Hensler, ACLU and Congresswoman-elect Frederica
Wilson call on Obama Administration to Avert “Human Rights Disaster,” Halt Deportation of Haitian Nationals,
ACLU of Florida (Dec. 29, 2010),
http://www.aclufl.org/news_events/index.cfm?action=viewRelease&emailAlertID=3886). Letter from Laura
Murphy, ACLU Washington Legislative Director, and Howard Simon, Executive Director American Civil
Liberties Union of Florida, to President Barrack Obama (Dec. 29, 2010), available at http://www.aclu.org/files/assets
/ACLU_Haitian_Letter_12-29-10_final.pdf.; U.S. Government Resumes Deportations To Haiti Amid Spiraling
Cholera Outbreak And Worsening Humanitarian Situation, Institute For Justice & Democracy In Haiti (Dec. 14,
2010), Http://Ijdh.Org/Archives/16072) (Last Visited January 4, 2011); Michelle Karshan, Being Deported To Post
Earthquake Haiti, Alternative Chance/Chans Alternativ (Dec. 15, 2010), Http://Www.Alternativechance.Org/. (Last
Visited January 4, 2011); Imam Mahdi Bray, Mas Freedom Condems U.S. Gov’t’s Decision To Resume
Deportations To Haiti Amid Soaring Cholera Outbreak And Deteriorating Humanitarian Conditions, The Crescent
Report (Dec. 14, 2010), Http://Mahdibray.Net/2010/12/15/ (Last Visited Jan. 4, 2011); Letter From @AFSC_Org To
President Obama On Haitian
Deportations, Detention Watch Network (Dec. 20, 2010), Http://Detentionwatchnetwork.Wordpress.Com/2010/12/2
3/Letter-From-Afsc_Org-To-President-Obama-On-Haitian-Deportations/) (Last Visited Jan. 4, 2010); Letter From
Shan Cretin,
American Friends Service Committee, To President Obama (Dec. 21, 2010), Available At: Http://Afsc.Org/Sites/Afs
c.Civicactions.Net/Files/Documents/Letter_To_President_Obama_Re_Haiti_Deportation_20Dec2010.Pdf) (Last
Visited: Jan. 4, 2010); Immigrant Advocates Call To Halt Haitian Deportations, CBS News Miami (Dec. 29, 2010)
Http://Miami.Cbslocal.Com/2010/12/29/Immigrant-Advocates-Call-For-Halt-Of-Haitian-Deportations/. (Last
Visited: Jan. 4, 2010).

6

soil. 13 There is very little information in the public domain. The dearth of public information
only contributes to the terror that family members feel at the prospect of losing their parents,
children, siblings, and other loved ones to a dangerous fate in Haiti. ICE’s announced
deportation date of mid-January 2011 gives Petitioners, their families, and their communities
virtually no opportunity to seek reversal of the decision to lift the deportation moratorium and no
possibility of preparing for the serious consequences of deportation.
III.

THE FIVE NAMED PETITIONERS, THEIR FAMILIES, AND THE LARGER
GROUP THEY REPRESENT
As detailed in the stories below and in the declaration of Romy Lerner, a supervising

attorney at Florida Immigrant Advocacy Center, (Ex. A-1), the recent roundups, detention, and
announced deportations of Petitioners have created fear, confusion, and major life disruptions for
Petitioners, their families, and Haitian communities in the United States.
A.

Named Petitioner Gary Resil 14

Gary Resil is a 61-year-old Haitian man who has been living as a lawful permanent
resident in the United States since 1967. Mr. Resil fled Haiti after his family was attacked for
political reasons. He has five United States citizen children for whom he was the primary
caretaker after his marriage ended in divorce approximately ten years ago. He worked as a real
estate investor and is also an accomplished musician. Mr. Resil is currently detained at Tensas
Parish Detention Center in Waterproof, Louisiana, after having been transferred from Krome
Service Processing Center in Miami, Florida – a detention facility near his residence in Boca
Raton, Florida. He has a final order of removal from August 2010 based upon criminal

13

See ICE, News Releases-Enforcement & Removal, 1/8/2008–current, available at
http://www.ice.gov/news/releases/index.htm (last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
14

Lerner Decl., Ex. A-1 ¶¶ 13-17.

7

convictions for theft and racketeering offenses relating to his business. For reasons set forth
below, he therefore faces immediate incarceration by Haitian authorities if he is deported to
Haiti.
Mr. Resil suffers from a number of serious medical conditions, including diabetes, rapid
heartbeat, high blood pressure, and anxiety. To keep his diabetes under control, Mr. Resil takes
the medication Metformin. He suffers from the related condition of low platelets, which requires
that he get a blood test every two months and that he take steroids when his platelet count is too
low. Mr. Resil has not been getting his required diabetic diet in Tensas Parish Detention Center.
As his only remaining relatives in Haiti were killed in the January 2010 earthquake, Mr.
Resil has no family in Haiti to bring food and water to him in jail or to help secure his release.
Given the current cholera epidemic and the situation of general unrest in Haiti, Mr. Resil’s lack
of family ties could have devastating consequences for his life, health, and well-being.
B.

Named Petitioner Harry Mocombe 15

Harry Mocombe is a 30-year-old Haitian man who came to the United States as a lawful
permanent resident in 1999 at the age of 19. U.S. immigration authorities are detaining Mr.
Mocombe at Tensas Parish Detention Center in Waterproof, Louisiana, after having transferred
him there from Krome Service Processing Center in Miami, Florida. Prior to being detained, Mr.
Mocombe resided in Florida with his 6-year-old son, a U.S. citizen, and the mother of his son, a
lawful permanent resident.
Mr. Mocombe’s son suffers from Canavan, a rare leukodystrophy disease afflicting
children that is degenerative. There is no cure for the disease. Treatment is limited to supportive
care with symptoms progressing until the child’s death in their early teens. Children without
15

Lerner Decl., Ex. A-1 ¶¶ 18-22.

8

care have a life expectancy of only 4 to 5 years. Mr. Mocombe’s son does not walk or talk,
suffers from seizures, and is on a feeding tube. A nurse helps Mr. Mocombe and his partner take
care of his son because of the severity of his condition. Since Mr. Mocombe has been away from
home, his son has experienced more seizures.
An immigration judge ordered Mr. Mocombe removed on September 21, 2010 on
account of convictions for burglary of an unoccupied dwelling and offenses involving theft and
dealing in stolen property. Thus, like the other Petitioners, Mr. Mocombe faces immediate
incarceration by the Haitian authorities upon his deportation to Haiti. He lost in the earthquake
the only two remaining family members he had in Haiti: his mother’s brother and sister. Mr.
Mocombe would therefore have no one to bring him food and water in the Haitian jail or help to
attempt to secure his release from detention.
C.

Named Petitioner Roland Joseph 16

Roland Joseph is 43 years old and arrived in the United States as a lawful permanent
resident in 1999. He is detained at Tensas Parish Detention Center in Waterproof, Louisiana
after having been transferred from Krome Service Processing Center in Miami, Florida. A
Florida resident, Mr. Roland has four children, ages 22, 19, 16, and 12, and a 2-year-old
grandchild, all of whom are lawful permanent residents or U.S. citizens. Since their mother
passed away in 2000, Mr. Joseph has been a single father and the sole financial provider for his
children. Since his detention his children have fallen months behind on their rent.
Mr. Joseph was ordered removed on September 7, 2010 based on his conviction for two
counts of drug possession with intent to sell, for which he was sentenced to a total of six months
in prison. Mr. Joseph has no family or friends in Haiti. If he were deported to Haiti and
16

Lerner Decl., Ex. A-1 ¶¶22-26.

9

imprisoned, he would have no one to advocate for his release or provide him with food and
water.
D.

Named Petitioner Evel Camelien 17

Evel Camelien is a 53-year-old man who came to the United States by boat in 1980. 18
He was detained at Krome Service Processing Center in Miami, Florida but then transferred to
Tensas Parish Detention Center in Waterproof, Louisiana. Mr. Camelien has four children in the
United States, ages 9, 11, 18, and 28. Three of his children in the United States are U.S. citizens
and one is a lawful permanent resident. Prior to being detained by U.S. immigration authorities,
Mr. Camelien was living with his older children and financially supporting his two younger
children. A resident of Lakeland, Florida, Mr. Camelien owns a house and had been steadily
employed for many years before being detained by ICE.
Mr. Camelien had three other children who were living in Haiti, but all three died in the
earthquake. Mr. Camelien also lost his mother, father, and sister-in-law to the disaster. Because
Mr. Camelien has an order of removal based on a drug conviction, he will be detained by Haitian
authorities upon arrival in Haiti. He has only a few members of his extended family living in
Haiti. Mr. Camelien does not know where they are living and it is highly unlikely that, even if
he is able to locate them, they would be able to assist Mr. Camelien once he is deported to Haiti
and jailed.

17

Lerner Decl., Ex. A-1 ¶¶27-30.

18

After being deported to Haiti in 1986, Mr. Camelien fled violence in Haiti and returned to the United States in
1988.

10

E.

Named Petitioner Pierre Louis 19

Pierre Louis is a 27-year-old man from Haiti who has lived in the United States as a
lawful permanent resident since 2001. He is detained at Tensas Parish Detention Center in
Waterproof, Louisiana after having been transferred from Florida. Mr. Louis had been
supporting his five-year-old son, a U.S. citizen, and his father, a lawful permanent resident, by
working for National Car Rental. On February 23, 2010, Mr. Louis received a final order of
removal based upon a conviction for falsely claiming to be a U.S. citizen, in connection with an
application to register to vote. He also has criminal convictions for misdemeanor battery and
stealing a bookbag. Like the other petitioners, he faces incarceration upon arrival in Haiti.
Mr. Louis has suffered from schizophrenia since he was a teenager and has been
prescribed the antipsychotic medication Seroquel. He fears living without his medication
because he hears voices, talks to himself, and cries a lot. Mr. Louis is terrified of being deported
to Haiti and jailed because he is aware that detainees do not receive medication or medical
treatment. He has no family in Haiti to help him deal with his serious medical condition, bring
him food while he is in jail, and advocate for his release. Mr. Louis’ only relative in Haiti, his
aunt, died in the earthquake.
F.

The Unnamed Petitioners

The stories of Petitioners Resil, Mocombe, Joseph, Camelin, and Louis reflect the stories
of the larger group of Petitioners represented in this request for precautionary measures. These
Petitioners may be found in the custody of the United States in the system of U.S. ICE detention,
including in the Hudson County Jail in Kearny, New Jersey; Baker County Jail, in Macclenny,

19

Lerner Decl., Ex. A-1 ¶31-33.

11

Florida; Tensas Parish Detention Center in Waterproof, Louisiana; South Louisiana Correctional
Center in Basile, Louisiana; and LaSalle Detention Center in Jena, Louisiana. 20
The unnamed Petitioners include men and women; individuals with acute and chronic
illnesses and mental disabilities; the elderly; and former asylum seekers. The majority of the
unnamed Petitioners have lived as lawful permanent residents in the United States for many
years and possess extensive family, economic, and community ties to this country. 21 Some suffer
from serious mental health and/or other medical conditions that will go untreated and become
life-threatening upon removal to Haiti.22
U.S. immigration law, however, largely precludes immigration judges from considering
the effects of deportation on these immigrants and their families due to the broad categories of
crimes which render non-citizens ineligible for judicial review of their removal charges and
narrow judicial interpretations of the Convention Against Torture. See supra, Part IV.D. As a
result, the immigration judges issued removal orders against most of the Haitian nationals at
issue in this petition after only short hearings.
IV.

HISTORICAL, LEGAL, AND POLITICAL CONTEXT
A.

The History of U.S. Policy Towards Haitian Migrants

The decision by ICE to resume deportations of Haitian nationals must also be understood
in the context of a long history of the U.S. government forcing Haitians into harm’s way. 23 The

20

Lerner Decl., Ex. A-1 ¶¶ 8, 13, 18, 23, 27.

21

Lerner Decl., Ex. A-1 ¶¶ 4, 11, 13-15, 18, 20, 23, 25.

22

Lerner Decl., Ex. A-1 ¶¶ 11, 17, 33.

23

See Florida Immigrant Advocacy Center, Haitian Refugees: A People In Search Of Hope 1-2 (2004), available at
http://www.fiacfla.org/reports/HaitianRefugeesAPeopleinSearchofHope.pdf (noting a history of discrimination
against Haitian refugees that spans four decades) (last visited Jan. 6, 2011).

12

first Haitian “boatpeople” seeking protection from persecution arrived in the United States in
September 1963. All twenty-five refugees in the group were fleeing Haiti’s ruthless, U.S.supported dictator, François (“Papa Doc”) Duvalier. In heavily criticized decisions, all were
denied asylum and deported. 24 Harsh measures and tactics continued through the 1960s, 70s and
80s to force their return to Haiti or keep them locked up as a group, resulting in a grant of asylum
for less than two percent of Haitians who sought it between 1980 and 1991. 25 Later, following
the September 1991 coup that deposed democratically elected Haitian President Jean Bertrand
Aristide, the tide of refugees swelled. The United States continued interdicting Haitian asylumseekers at sea, only pausing repatriations for less than three months. 26 Whereas the United States
had previously brought Haitians whom interviewers deemed to have a “credible fear” of

24

Cheryl Little, United States Haitian Policy: A History of Discrimination, 10 N.Y.L. Sch. J. Hum. Rts. 269, 270
(1993) (“The fundamental principles of refugee protection have been abandoned time and again in favor of returning
Haitians to a country where its people are routinely victimized.”).
25

The United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit, or southeastern United States, found that statistical
data on individual immigration detention decisions demonstrated a “stark pattern of discrimination” against
Haitians. Jean v. Nelson, 711 F.2d 1455, 1487 (11th Cir. 1983). Professor Carlos Ortiz Miranda has written that
throughout the 1980s and the first half of the 1990s, “the United States domestic and foreign policy regarding
Haitian boatpeople and refugees … had three objectives: (1) to exclude, detain, and restrict the use of parole for
Haitians physically present in the United States, (2) to interdict Haitians on the high seas, and (3) to process Haitian
refugees in their own country.” Carlos Ortiz Miranda, Haiti and the United States During the 1980s and 1990s:
Refuges, Immigration, and Foreign Policy, 32 San Diego L. Rev. 673, 679 (1995). Contemporary United States
policy retains the first two objectives. It is important to note that while the United States government termed Haitian
refugees fleeing the repressive, United States-supported Duvalier regime in the 1980s “economic immigrants,” and
thus denied the vast majority political asylum, almost three times more Haitians were deemed political refugees
under the democratic government of President Jean Bertrand Aristide in the early and mid 1990s “than during an
entire decade marked by human rights abuses and tyranny.” See Convention on the Elimination of all Forms Racial
Discrimination (CERD), Shadow Report 2008, available at http://www.ijdh.org/pdf/headline1-8-08.pdf (last visited
Jan. 6, 2011). This was so despite a dramatic drop in the number of refugees attempting to reach the United States
during Aristide’s term. Cheryl Little, Intergroup Coalitions and Immigration Politics, 53 U. Miami L. Rev 717, 722
(1999).
26

Cheryl Little, United States Haitian Policy: A History of Discrimination, 10 N.Y.L. Sch. J. Hum. Rts. 269, 299,
n.129 (“Unable to find a regional solution and unwilling to bring the Haitians to the United States, the U.S.
government began forcibly repatriating the Haitians on November 18, 1991.”).

13

persecution to the United States, after the coup the U.S. Government began warehousing Haitian
refugees at makeshift camps at the U.S. naval base in Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. 27
In March 1992, the former U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service decided to reinterview the Haitians who had already been found to have a credible fear of return and to
repatriate those who failed the second interview. 28 When a federal judge required that counsel
be made available for these interviews, President George W. Bush issued an executive order
making screening for fear of return discretionary rather than mandatory. 29
Continuing this pattern of unrestrained repatriation in 2005, a politically violent year in
Haiti, the United States granted only nine pre-screening interviews for the over 1800 Haitians
intercepted at sea. 30 This failure to comply with the fundamental principle of non-refoulement
was consistent with President George H.W. Bush’s statement at a 2004 press conference: “we
will turn back any refugee that attempts to reach our shore.” 31

27

Harold Koh, The “Haiti Paradigm” in United States Human Rights Policy, 103 Yale L.J. 2391, 2394 (1994); see
Haitian Refugee Ctr. v. Baker, 789 F. Supp. 1552, 1571-72 (S.D. Fla. 1991).
28

Koh, infra note 26, at 2394. Those Haitian detainees remaining at Guantánamo were brought to the United States
in 1993 following a court order and legal settlement. Id. at 2397.
29

Whereas the Executive Order 12,324 had provided that “no person who is a refugee will be returned without [the
U.S. Attorney General’s] consent, 46 Fed. Reg. 48,109 (Sept. 29, 1981), Executive Order 12,807 provided only that
“the Attorney General, in his unreviewable discretion, may decide that a person who is a refugee will not be returned
without his consent,” 57 Fed. Reg. 23,133 (June 1, 1992).
30

Our Opinion: Give Haitians a Fair Opportunity to Seek Refuge, Miami Herald at L4 (Jan. 22, 2006).

31

President Bush Welcomes Georgian President Saakashvili to White House: Remarks by the President and
Georgian President Saakashvili in Photo Opportunity, White House News Release/Transcript (Feb. 25, 2004)
(emphasis added).
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B.

The Cholera Epidemic and Other Troubling Conditions In Haiti

Haiti is currently suffering its first cholera outbreak in decades, if not a hundred years. 32
While normally cholera can be treated and the mortality rate kept low, in Haiti under the existing
humanitarian crisis, the mortality rate is more like 5-10%. 33 As of December 3, 2010, the
cholera epidemic had spread to all ten departments of the country and there were 81,000 reported
cases with 1,800 deaths, although experts estimate that the actual numbers are probably close
double that. 34 As of December 26, those numbers had risen to 109,196 people who have
contracted cholera and 3,333 who have died as a result of the disease. 35 The disease continues to
spread, and the World Health Organization and Pan-American Health Organization expect
another 650,000 cases within the first 6 months of 2011. 36 Dr. Arthur Fournier, an expert on
medicine and disease in Haiti, estimates that roughly 5-10% of the Haitian population will
become infected with cholera. 37
The epidemic has been traced to a particularly lethal strain, vibrio cholorae, that appeared
in India four years ago and can result in death in as little as two hours after symptoms first
exhibit. 38 Jailed populations are particularly at risk, where the overcrowding, lack of sanitation
32

Declaration of Dr. Arthur Fournier (Jan. 5, 2011) (hereinafter, “Fournier Decl.”), Ex. A-4 ¶10.

33

Fournier Decl., Ex. A-4 ¶15.

34

See Secretary General Ban Ki Moon, Remarks to the General Assembly, United Nations News Service
(Dec. 3, 2010), available at http://www.un.org/apps/news/infocus/sgspeeches/statments_full.asp?statID=1025 (last
visited Jan. 6., 2011).

35

Fournier Decl., Ex. A-4¶16.

36

Fournier Decl., Ex. A-4 ¶17.

37

Fournier Decl., Ex. A-4¶16.

38

Richard Knox, Doctors Urge Cholera Vaccine for Haiti, Neighbors: NPR (December 10, 2010) available
at: http://www.npr.org/2010/12/10/ 131950133/doctors-urge-cholera-vaccine-for-haiti-neighbors (last visited Jan. 6,
2011); Fournier Decl., ¶¶10-11.
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or toilets, and lack of clean drinking water present classic conditions for cholera transmission. 39
Deportation of individuals with criminal convictions to Haiti is particularly worrisome then,
since “Haiti often puts criminal detainees in prison, where cholera can quickly spread
unchecked.” 40 Individuals held in police holding cells lack regular access to food, safe drinking
water, and medical or mental health care. 41 As a result, individuals in these detention settings are
not able to take the precautions necessary to avoid contracting cholera such as hand-washing
several times a day with treated water, drinking only treated water, and eating food still hot taken
right from the stove. 42 Moreover, detainees are held in overcrowded cells and locked inside for
24 hours at a time with no outside break and are forced to sleep on insect and rodent infested
cement floors and to defecate in bags and urinate in communal buckets. 43
Similar conditions have existed in Haiti’s prison system. 44 Paul Waggoner, a U.S. citizen
aid worker recently released from Haiti’s National Penitentiary, told The Montreal Gazette that
there was no clean water in prison. Waggoner also reported that while he was in the National
Penitentiary, “A couple of bodies a day were being removed from there. . . The last night I just

39

Fournier Decl., ¶¶23-33; May Decl., ¶¶13-21; BBC News—Haiti Cholera Outbreak Spreads to Port-au Prince
Prison (Nov. 19, 2010) available at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-11800143) (last visited on Dec.
29, 2010).
40

Jennifer Kay, Deportations Loom as Deadline for Haitians nears, Miami Herald (Dec. 20, 2010) available at:
http://www.deseretnews.com/article/700093504/Deportations-loom-as-deadline-for-Haitians-nears.html (last visited
Jan. 4, 2011).
41

Fournier Decl., Ex. A-4 ¶14.
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Fournier Decl., Ex. A-4 ¶15.
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Fournier Decl., Ex. A-4 ¶20.
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Declaration of Dr. John May (Jan. 5, 2011) (hereinafter, “May Decl.”), Ex. A-2 ¶¶18-21.
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went to the bathroom in plastic bags my friends had given me.” 45
The cholera epidemic is occurring in the context of the aftermath of the earthquake nearly
a year ago, from which Haiti has still not recovered and which killed more than 230,000 people,
injured another 300,000 people and left approximately 1.5 million people displaced, and amid
post-election violence and civil unrest so severe that the U.S. State Department warned U.S.
citizens against traveling to Haiti:
Beginning in October, protests, demonstrations, and violent disruptions
have occurred regularly in downtown Port-au-Prince. In November,
violent demonstrations occurred for several days in and around Cap
Haitien, making travel in and out of the area very hazardous. In several
cases UN police had to shelter U.S. citizen missionaries and NonGovernmental Organization (NGO) workers and coordinate their
departure once protests ended. Following the first round of elections in
late November, demonstrations occurred in numerous parts of Port-auPrince and in cities throughout the country. During demonstrations
protestors have damaged vehicles, thrown rocks, and burned tires to block
traffic. 46
On January 4, 2011, Haiti announced that it was postponing the second round of
presidential elections widely disputed and condemned as fraudulent, further intensifying
the atmosphere of uncertainty and instability. 47
Finally, it should be recognized that this Commission has recently addressed
additional aspects of the still-deteriorating human rights situation in Haiti when it issued
precautionary measures ordering a halt to forced evictions from temporary encampments

45

See Harrold, Max, Despite Prison Ordeal, Aid Worker Anxious to Return to Haiti, The Gazette (Jan. 2, 2011),
available at
http://www.montrealgazette.com/news/Despite+prison+ordeal+worker+anxious+return+Haiti/4050156/story.html#i
xzz19w5GkOMi (last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
46

U.S. State Department, Bureau of Consular Affairs, Travel Warning: Haiti (Dec. 9, 2010), available at
http://travel.state.gov/travel/cis_pa_tw/tw/tw_4632.html (last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
47

Haiti Second Round Vote Impossible Before February, Reuters (Jan. 4, 2011) available at AlertNet,
http://www.trust.org/alertnet/news/haiti-second-round-vote-impossible-before-february/ (last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
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of those displaced by the earthquake and requested precautionary measures be put in
place to address rape and other gender-based violence occurring in the camps. 48
C.

Treatment of Criminal Deportees in Haiti

Deportees with criminal records face illegal, indefinite, and degrading detention by
Haitian authorities upon arrival in Haiti. In general, there is no medical treatment and no food
other than what is provided by family members of the detainees. 49 The police station holding
cells in which detainees have been held in recent years are perilously unsanitary. 50 Contagious
diseases like tuberculosis and parasites like scabies are common. 51 The water is contaminated
and is extremely dangerous to drink. 52 The temperature typically runs over 100 degrees with no,
or virtually no, ventilation. 53 People are detained for 24 hours a day with no natural light in
terribly overcrowded conditions. 54 Prisoners are forced to defecate in bags and urinate in
communal buckets. 55 Detainees sleep standing up or on cement floors that are infested with

48

Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, PM 367-10, Forced Evictions from Five Camps for Displaced
Persons, Haiti (2010) available at http://www.cidh.oas.org/medidas/2010.eng.htm (last visited Jan. 6, 2011); Press
Release: Inter-American Human Rights Commission Sets Unprecedented Recommendations for Haitian
Government to Address Wave of Sexual Violence in Displacement Camps, Institute for Justice and Democracy in
Haiti, Jan. 4, 2011, available at http://ijdh.org/archives/16256 (last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
49

Declaration of Michelle Karshan, Executive Director of Alternative Chance in Haiti, (Jan. 5, 2011) (hereinafter,
“Karshan Decl.”), Ex. A-3 ¶28; May Decl., Ex. A-2 ¶10; Fournier Decl., Ex. A-4 ¶31.
50

Karshan Decl., Ex. A-3 ¶16; May Decl., Ex. A-2 ¶11.

51

Karshan Decl., Ex. A-3 ¶29.

52

Id. ¶14.
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Id. ¶20.

54

Id.
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Id.
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insects and rodents. 56
The abysmal conditions in police station holding cells reflect the conditions generally in
Haitian prisons. The more than 6,000 individuals incarcerated in detention facilities in Haiti live
in conditions that are severely overcrowded, poorly ventilated, and unsanitary. 57 Prisoners and
detainees suffer from lack of basic hygiene, malnutrition, inadequate health care, and rodent
infestation, and disproportionately suffer from preventable diseases such as beriberi, AIDS, and
tuberculosis. 58 In 2009, the U.S. Congressional Committee on Appropriations concluded that
there is a “persistent problem of overcrowding at the National Penitentiary, where thousands of
inmates languish in squalor, some dying of TB, without being charged with any crime.” 59 This
Commission has also expressed its concern about Haiti’s prison, stating in its 2009 Annual
Report that: “Persons deprived of liberty continue to live in overcrowded conditions that do not
respect the minimum universally recognized standards for detention, in violation of their
fundamental rights.” 60
The earthquake has exacerbated the already life-threatening conditions in Haiti’s
prisons. 61 For example, overcrowding has made it necessary for detained individuals to sleep
standing up with a rope tied around their waist and affixed to a window, to prevent themselves

56

Id. ¶¶11, 20.

57

May Decl., Ex. A-2 ¶7.

58

Id; see also Fournier Decl., Ex. A-4 ¶29.

59

Department of State, Foreign Operations, and Related Programs, Appropriations Bill, 110th Cong. (2009).

60

Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Annual Report 2009, Chapter IV, ¶404.

61

Karshan Decl., Ex. A-3 ¶¶5, 11.
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from falling over. 62 Moreover, as discussed above, the cholera epidemic has taken a tremendous
toll on the Haitian population generally; individuals in overcrowded detention conditions are
particularly susceptible to contracting and dying from this contagious disease. 63
In addition to these horrendous conditions, Haitian authorities are well-known to inflict
physical abuse on, and sometimes even kill, imprisoned individuals. In 2010, after the
earthquake, police and corrections officers killed unarmed prisoners at a national prison in Les
Cayes. 64 In 2009, the U.S. State Department stated that “[p]risoners reported abuse by
correctional officers.” 65 A 2003 U.S. State Department report described “[b]eatings with fists,
sticks, belts, and ‘kalot marassa’—a severe boxing of the ears—[as] the most common form of
abuse.” 66
Corruption and indifference pervade Haiti’s correctional and police system. 67 Prior to the
moratorium on deportations to Haiti, officials routinely extorted money from detainees and their
relatives in order to buy release from detention. 68 In 2009, the U.S. State Department reported
that “returnees” faced “alleged corruption, widespread discrimination, and social abuse after
62

Id. at ¶11.

63

Id. at ¶¶13, 16, 19, 54; May Decl., Ex. A-2 ¶¶14-17; Fournier Decl., Ex. A-4, ¶31.
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Deborah Sontag and Walt Bogdanich, “Escape Attempt Led to Killings of Unarmed Inmates”, N.Y. Times (May
22, 2010), available at http://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/23/world/americas/23haiti.html (Last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
See also “Report Assails Haiti Officers in Prison Killings” N.Y. Times (Oct. 21, 2010) available at Haiti-info.com,
http://www.haiti-info.com/?Panel-s-Report-Assails-Haiti (Last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
65

U.S. Department of State, 2009 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices: Haiti, available at
http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2009/wha/136116.htm (Last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
66

U.S. Department of State, 2003 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices: Haiti, available at
http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2003/27902.htm (Last visited Jan. 6, 2011); see also Karshan Decl., Ex. A-3
¶21.
67

U.S. Department of State, 2009 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices: Haiti, available at
http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2009/wha/136116.htm (Last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
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returning home.” 69 This included “arbitrary arrests, false accusations about their activities to
local police, and extortion attempts against them and their families abroad during the initial
detention phase.” 70
The Haitian government has failed to implement relatively simple and costless measures
to improve conditions for criminal deportees. For example, although the United States
government provides the medical records of deportees to the Haitian authorities, it is the practice
of the Haitian government to store these records at the Ministry of Interior, where they are never
made available to medical professionals. 71
The detention of criminal deportees is illegal under both Haitian and international law,
both of which prohibit detention without charge. 72 In 2009, the U.S. Department of State
reported that Haitian law
prohibits arbitrary arrest and detention, and the constitution stipulates that a person may
be arrested only if apprehended during the commission of a crime or on the basis of a
warrant by a legally competent official such as a justice of the peace or magistrate. The
authorities must bring the detainee before a judge within 48 hours of arrest.” 73
The State Department noted, however, that “officials frequently did not comply with these
69

U.S. Department of State, 2009 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices: Haiti, available at
http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2009/wha/136116.htm (Last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
70

Id.
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Karshan Decl., Ex. A-3 ¶23.
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The policy also violates international standards prohibiting arbitrary arrest and detention. Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (UDHR) G.A. Res. 217 A III, Art. 9 (Dec. 10, 1948) (ensuring “fair and public hearing by an
independent and impartial tribunal” on criminal charges); Art. 9 & 14, International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR) G.A. Res. 2200, U.N. GAOR, 21st Sess., Supp. No. 16, at 59, U.N. Doc. A/6316, 999 U.N.T.S. 171
(entered into force Mar. 23, 1976; ratified by U.S. June 8, 1992) (forbidding arbitrary arrest and detention as well as
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provisions in practice.” 74 The United Nations Commission on Human Rights has concluded that
the detention of criminal deportees constitutes a violation of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights. 75
Despite the dire situation facing criminal deportees to Haiti, U.S. administrative and
federal courts have adopted an exceptionally narrow interpretation of the protections available to
prevent deportation under Article 3 of the Convention Against Torture (CAT). Under Article 3,
individuals who are likely to suffer torture (defined as severe pain and suffering) at the hands of
government agents in their home country can apply to immigration judges to have their
deportations stopped until there is no likelihood of torture. 76 The vast majority of Haitians
facing indefinite incarceration and mistreatment in Haiti therefore have no domestic remedy
available to them.
D.

The Treatment of Immigrants with Criminal Convictions Under U.S. Law

As this Commission has recently recognized in the Smith & Armendariz case, U.S.
immigration law imposes virtually automatic deportation on immigrants with a wide-range of
criminal convictions, leaving no room for immigration judges to balance the negative effects of
deportation against concerns for public safety. 77 Traditional humanitarian factors such as
74

Id.

75

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, art.14. para.7, Dec. 16, 1966. (“No one shall be liable to be
tried or punished again for an offence for which he has already been finally convicted or acquitted in accordance
with the law and penal procedure of each country.”) See also UN Commission on Human Rights, Report of the
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Commission resolution 2000/78, ¶21 (Geneva: E/CN.4/2001/106. (Jan. 30 2001).
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Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, reprinted in
Human Rights Web, G.A. Res. 39/46, Annex, 39 U.N. GAOR Supp. No. 51, U.N. Doc. A/39/51 (1984) (providing
“No State Party shall expel, return (‘refouler’) or extradite a person to another State where there are substantial
grounds for believing that he would be in danger of being subjected to torture.”)
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2010).
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rehabilitation, length of residency in the United States, family ties, hardship to U.S. citizen
children and spouses, work history, conditions in the home country, and property ties are
irrelevant in many immigration court proceedings. Many have commented on the many ways in
which the U.S. Government has criminalized its civil immigration system, especially since the
draconian reforms to immigration law in 1996. 78 As recently noted by the United States
Supreme Court:
While once there was only a narrow class of deportable offenses and judges wielded
broad discretionary authority to prevent deportation, immigration reforms over time have
expanded the class of deportable offenses and limited the authority of judges to alleviate
the harsh consequences of deportation. The “drastic measure” of deportation or removal .
. . is now virtually inevitable for a vast number of noncitizens convicted of crimes. 79
As a result, deportation—or “the equivalent of banishment or exile”—is now a consequence that
often far outweighs the punishment for a crime. 80 Lacking defenses to removal, many
immigrants are ordered removed at preliminary administrative hearings and have no basis for
filing administrative and federal court appeals.
Compounding the restrictions on remedies for immigrants convicted of a crime is the
country’s strict mandatory detention policy for almost all immigrants deportable for a criminal
offense. 81 The law ties the hands of immigration judges, precluding them from setting bond for
even longtime lawful permanent residents who never served any time in criminal custody or
78

See, e.g., Teresa A. Miller, Citizenship and Severity: Recent Immigration Reforms and the New Penology, 17
Georgetown Immigration L.J. 611 (2003); Robert Pauw, A New Look at Deportation as Punishment: Why at Least
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visited Jan. 5, 2011).
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were granted release by criminal judges, and are neither flight risks nor risks to the community.
The United States Supreme Court has upheld this mandatory detention policy as constitutional, at
least with respect to lawful permanent residents who have been detained for a “brief period.”82
This inflexible approach to detention has had tragic consequences. 83
E.

U.S. Detention Policy

The United States detains over 380,000 people in approximately 350 facilities across the
country, at a cost to tax payers of more than $1.7 billion per year. 84 Starting in the 1990s, the
U.S. Government began to expand its use of detention as a routine means of enforcing
immigration law. 85 Detentions have skyrocketed over the last decade. According to Detention
Watch Network, “[t]he average daily population of detained immigrants has grown from
approximately 5,000 in 1994, to 19,000 in 2001, and to over 30,000 by the end of 2009.” ICE
continues to expand its bed capacity, aiming to deport 400,000 noncitizens in 2010. 86
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Demore v. Kim, 538 U.S. 510, 513 (2003). The court considered lawful detention during removal proceedings
that lasts “an average time of 47 days and a median of 30 days.” Id. at 529.
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Immigration detention has become a multi-billion dollar industry, with counties and private
contractors being awarded lucrative federal contracts. 87
Many detention facilities with contracts to hold immigrants—including many of the large
capacity facilities—are located in remote areas of the country, resulting in the separation of
detainees from their families, support networks, and lawyers. 88 Telephone access is
prohibitively expensive and often limited to 10-15 minutes per call. 89 Even if a detainee were
lucky enough to have family nearby, detention facilities often impose arbitrary restrictions on
visiting hours and may prohibit physical contact during visits. 90
U.S. immigration authorities have been documented as providing inadequate oversight
and review of due process and conditions of confinement. The Inspector General for the
Department of Homeland Security reported widespread violations of detention standards in the
facilities it audited. 91 Poor conditions of confinement include lack of medical care that has
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See Laura Sullivan, Prison Economics Help Drive Arizona Immigration Law, National Public Radio (Oct. 28,
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resulted in deaths, physical and sexual abuse, retaliation, and overcrowding. 92 Those most
vulnerable populations—women, mentally disabled, refugees and children—are also least
equipped to protect their own rights. 93 Although the U.S. Government does not track the
incidence of mental disabilities among individuals in immigration detention, a recent report by
the American Civil Liberties Union and Human Rights Watch estimated that at least 15 percent
of the daily or annual total of individuals in detention have mental disabilities, including mental
illness. 94 Individuals with mental disabilities in detention disproportionately suffer from
inadequate medical care, abuse, separation from family, and an inability to successfully pursue
legal relief from removal. 95
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V.

PETITIONERS FACE IMMINENT AND IRREPARABLE HARM AS A RESULT
OF THEIR DEPORTATIONS.
Petitioners seek the immediate intervention of this Commission to order precautionary

measures requesting that the United States halt its plans to resume deportations to Haiti in midJanuary 2011, in preparation for which it has already begun roundups, detention and processing.
Article 25 of the Inter-American Commission Rules of Procedure provides that “[i]n serious and
urgent situations,” the Commission may request that a State adopt precautionary measures “to
prevent irreparable harm to persons under the jurisdiction of the State concerned, independently
of any petition or case.” 96 Such measures “may be of a collective nature to prevent irreparable
harm to persons due to their association with . . . a group, or a community with identified or
identifiable members.” 97
The Commission has authority to consider this Petition and award precautionary
measures against the United States, a Member State of the Organization of American States
(“OAS”), in accordance with Article 20 of the Statute of the Commission and Article 23 of the
Rules of Procedure of the Commission, which authorizes petitioners to file complaints alleging
violations of the rights protected under the American Declaration.
Moreover, in accordance with the principles contained in Article 25(4)(a) of the
Commission’s Rules of Procedure, the situation of risk has been brought to the attention of the
pertinent authorities. Advocates have contacted ICE and petitioned President Barack Obama

96

Rules of Procedure of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Art. 25(2).
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Rules of Procedure of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Art. 25(3).
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himself to plea for a halt to the roundups, detention, and imminent deportations of Petitioners. 98
Unfortunately, these calls have fallen on deaf ears. According to the New York Times, “Barbara
Gonzalez, a spokeswoman for Immigration and Customs Enforcement, said in a statement last
week that the agency was deciding whom to deport in a manner ‘consistent with our domestic
immigration enforcement priorities,’ but did not elaborate.” 99 No information about the new
deportation program is available on ICE’s website. Petitioners and their advocates are left in the
dark, with little information about next steps, and few if any avenues for domestic relief.

A. Petitioners’ imminent removal to Haiti is “serious and urgent” and will result in
irreparable harm.
Upon removal, Petitioners will be detained en masse in Haitian police station holding
cells and, if history is a guide, be subject to indefinite, unreasonable and arbitrary detention as
well as life-threatening, cruel and degrading treatment. As detainees in the police station holding
cells, Petitioners will be exposed to filthy and unhealthy conditions, will have little to no access
to food and drinking water, and will be directly exposed to cholera, which has already claimed
the lives of at least 48 individuals detained in the national prison system in Haiti and which will
undoubtedly spread even more quickly in light of the overcrowding. The sheer number of
Petitioners will likely contribute to massive overcrowding of Haitian police station holding cells.
Even if and when they are released, they will face the stigma of being an “American” ex-convict
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See infra note 11.
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Kirk Semple, Haitians in U.S. Brace for Deportations to Resume, N.Y. Times (Dec. 19, 2010) at A20, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/20/nyregion/20haitians.html (last visited Jan. 6, 2011).
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deportee in Haiti, which has serious social and economic consequences, discussed above. 100 The
burden of additional people will necessarily compound the human rights, humanitarian, and
public health crises in Haiti associated with the earthquake, including internal displacement,
malnutrition, interpersonal violence, and a cholera outbreak, along with highly contested
elections and post-election violence.
1. Right to Life; Security of Person; and Freedom from Cruel, Infamous or
Unusual Punishment (Arts. I, XXVI)
Article I of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man (“the Declaration”
or “American Declaration”) provides: “Every Human being has the right to life, liberty and the
security of person”. Article XXVI of the Declaration provides, in relevant part: “ . . . Every
person accused of an offense has the right . . . not to receive cruel, infamous or unusual
punishment.” 101 The U.S. government’s decision to initiate round-ups and detentions of Haitian
nationals and to commence deportations on or about mid-January 2011, directly contravenes the
guarantees contained in these provisions and will undoubtedly lead to violations of these
fundamental rights.
a. Right to life
In the Inter-American system, the right to life is the most fundamental right, as without it
the enjoyment of other rights cannot be fulfilled. 102 The Commission has defined the right to
include “a person’s legal and uninterrupted enjoyment of his life, his limbs, his body, his health,
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May Decl., Ex. A-2 ¶10; Karshan Decl., Ex. A-3 ¶ 11-12, 14-16, 18-20, 22, 47-54.
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American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, Art. XXVI, OEA/Ser.L.V/I.4 rev. 13, June 30, 2010).
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See, e.g., Gary T. Graham (Shaka Sankofa) v. United States, Case 11.193, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No. 97/03,
OEA/Ser./L/V/II.114 Doc. 70 rev. 1 ¶ 26 (2003) (“[T]he right to life is widely recognized as the supreme right of the
human being, respect for which the enjoyment of other rights depends.”).
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and his reputation.” 103 Although the right to life is principally aimed at protecting against
arbitrary deprivations of life by the State or its agents, the Commission has found the right
implicated in a broad range of situations, which do not necessarily result in death but expose
individuals “to the genuine and foreseeable risk of death,” 104 including cases of detentions and
forcible repatriations. 105
The United States’ decision to deport Petitioners violates their right to life. These
individuals will, upon arrival in Haiti, undoubtedly be packed into police station holding cells,
where they will face a genuine and foreseeable risk of death on account of several factors. First,
the historically unsanitary and dangerous conditions in these holding cells themselves create
serious health risks before the earthquake. 106 As described above, due the lack of sanitation, food
and water, detainees in these holding cells are forced to defecate, urinate, and eat in the same
tight quarters; drinking water, food, and medical care are rarely available to detainees, who are
dependent on family and friends to bring them provisions; 107 and the facilities are rodentinfested. 108 Moreover, with the recent cholera outbreak, this situation is only exacerbated.
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The Haitian Center for Human Rights et al. v. United States, Case 10.675, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No.
51/96OEA/Ser.L/V/II95 Doc. 7 rev. ¶ 170 (1997).
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Haitian Center for Human Rights v. U.S., Cas 10.675, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No. 51/96, OEA/Ser. L.
IV/11.95 Doc. 7 rev. ¶ 16 (1997).
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Parque Sao Lucas v. Brazil, Case 10.301, Inter-Am, C.H.R., Report No. 40/03, OEA/Ser./L/V/II.114, doc. 70
rev. 1 ¶¶ 44-55 (2003) (detention of prisoners); The Haitian Centre for Human Rights, Case 10.675, Inter-Am.
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May Decl., Ex. A-2 ¶ 10; Karshan Decl., Ex. A-3 ¶ 26-30.
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See Institute for Justice and Democracy in Haiti, Being Deported to Post-Earthquake Haiti? (Dec. 16, 2010)
available at http://ijdh.org/archives/16127 (last visited Jan. 6, 2011) (“While in detention criminal deportees are not
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Indeed, the spread of cholera is worsened by cramped conditions, and someone who has acquired
cholera can die within two to three hours without proper fluid intake and medical attention. 109
Prior to the earthquake, deportees detained in Haitian police station holding cells suffered
dire fates before the earthquake, especially those without family and/or support networks.
Today, even those who have families in Haiti who are willing and able to help are at grave risk
of death under the current circumstances. The fabric of nearly every Haitian family has been
severely stressed due to post-earthquake conditions. Nearly 1.4 million people in Haiti are
estimated to be internally displaced or homeless. 110 Thus, detained deportees may not be able to
even contact their family members in Haiti; or these family members may have perished, as is
the case with the five named petitioners as discussed above, or moved since the earthquake. 111
Even if they are present in Port-au-Prince, where the police holding cells are located, they may
not be able to care for themselves, let alone a relative.
b. Right to liberty and security of person
The Commission has defined the right to security of person as “a person’s legal and
uninterrupted enjoyment of his life, his limbs, his body, his health and his reputation.” 112 The
Commission has interpreted this provision to include similar protections to those rights protected
under Article 5 of the American Convention,113 which establishes the right of every person to
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See Ban Ki Moon, REMARKS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON HAITI (December 3, 2010), available at
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Report on Terrorism and Human Rights, Inter-American C.H.R. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.116, Doc. 5 rev. 1 ¶155 (Oct.
22 2002) (noting that while the American Declaration lacks a general provision on the right to humane treatment, the
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respect for their “physical, mental and moral” integrity and to be free from “cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment.”
Significantly, the protections encompassed by these provisions are much broader in scope
than mere protection from physical mistreatment. They extend to any act that is clearly contrary
to respect for the “inherent dignity of the human person” and specifically include acts that cause
psychological and emotional damage, 114 “emotional trauma,” 115 “trauma and anxiety,” 116 and
“intimidation” or “panic.” 117 The Inter-American Court has indicated that it is “proper to human
nature that the person subjected to arbitrary detention will experience extreme suffering.” 118
Additionally, the court has stated that “it is enough that the illegal detention was brief so as
to give rise” to a violation of personal dignity. 119 A violation of this right may arise from

Commission has interpreted Art. I as containing a prohibition similar to that of Art. 5 of the American Convention)
(citing Juan Antonio Aguirre Ballesteros (Chile), Case 9437, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No.5/85, OEA/Ser.L/V/II.66,
doc. 17 (1985)).
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survivors of a refugee boat fleeing to U.S. as a consequence of the emotional trauma resulting from the shipwreck
caused by Cuba).
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degrading conditions during detention, 120 degrading treatment while in the custody of the state 121
or the violation of fundamental human rights.
The fact that Petitioners face detention in Haiti places them in a particularly precarious
position. In Caso de los Ninos de la Calle v. Guatemala, 122 the Inter-American Court held that an
illegally detained person finds himself in an aggravated and vulnerable situation, in which there
is a risk that his rights to physical integrity and to be treated with dignity will be violated. 123 The
United States has violated the Article I right to personal security of Petitioners by deporting them
to Haiti knowing that they will be detained and subjected to illegal, cruel, and degrading
incarceration. 124
c. Right to freedom from cruel, infamous or unusual punishment
Recently, in the case of Mortlock v. U.S., this Commission emphasized that the guarantee
against “cruel, infamous or unusual punishment” is not limited to the penal context, but applies
with equal force in the immigration context. 125 “[T]he appropriate test,” the Commission found,
is whether the humanitarian appeal of the case is so powerful that it could not reasonably be
resisted by the authorities of a civilized state.” 126 The appropriate standard for the application of
120

Cfr. IDH Court, Caso Instituto de Reeducacion del Menor, Sentencia de 2 de Septiembre de 2004. Series C No.
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the test is “whether the deportation will create extraordinary hardship to the deportee and her
family and may well amount to a death sentence given two principal considerations: (1) the
availability of medical care in the receiving country, and (2) the availability of social services
and support, in particular the presence of close relatives.” 127
The United States violates Article XXVI by deporting sick and healthy individuals to the
center of an internationally recognized epidemic that is already beginning to spread to
neighboring Dominican Republic and for which there are limited resources available. Even
Petitioners who are not currently ill or who have some form of social services and support in
Haiti would be at serious risk of contracting cholera during their detention in a police station
holding cell, as documented in the declarations of Michelle Karshan, Dr. John May, and Dr.
Arthur Fournier. 128
In present-day Haiti, medical care, particularly for the treatment of cholera, is not
available to the vast majority of the population. 129 Deportees with physical or mental heath
problems, such as Petitioners Gary Resil and Pierre Louis, discussed above, are at heightened
risk of acquiring cholera in this environment. Moreover, even deportees with family members in
Haiti would not necessarily have contact with them, due to the massive displacement and lack of
traditional modes of communication. This is the very type of extreme circumstance and
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“extraordinary hardship” to the deportee and her family that, as the Commission articulated in
Mortlock, “may well amount to a death sentence.” 130
As this Commission has underscored, a State must bear responsibility not only for direct
state action that results in rights violations, but also for “foreseeable consequences that flow from
state action.” 131 When the United States knowingly deports individuals to post-earthquake Haiti,
in the midst of a cholera epidemic, and some of those individuals contract the disease, the United
States incurs international responsibility.
2. Right to family life; Special protections for children (Arts. V, VI, VII)
Article V of the American Declaration guarantees the “right to the protection of law
against abusive attacks upon… private and family life,” and Article VI guarantees the “right to
establish a family, the basic element of society, and to receive protection therefore.” Article VII
states that: “all children have the right to special protection, care and aid.”
The Inter-American Commission has established that Articles V and VI of the American
Declaration, taken together, “prohibit arbitrary or illegal interference with family life” by the
State. 132 However, this fundamental right is not absolute. In that vein, the Commission has
stated that “interference with family life may only be justified where necessary to meet a
pressing need to protect public order, and where the means are proportional to that end.” 133
To assess the public necessity and proportionality of the interference in family life in the
deportation context, the Commission has articulated a balancing test: “the state’s right and duty
130
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in maintaining public order” through expulsion of removable non-citizens “must be balanced
against the harm that may result to the rights of the individuals concerned in the particular
case.” 134 To that end, the Commission has looked to the following elements under this balancing
test:
the age at which the non-citizen immigrated to the host state; the non-citizen’s length of
residence in the host state; the non-citizen’s family ties in the host state; the extent of
hardship the non-citizen’s deportation poses for the family in the host state; the extent of
the non-citizen’s links to the country of origin; the non-citizen’s ability to speak the
principal language(s) of the country of origin; the nature and severity of the non-citizen’s
criminal offense(s); the non-citizen’s age at the time of the criminal offense(s) was/were
committed; the time span of the non-citizen’s criminal activity; evidence of the noncitizen’s rehabilitation from criminal activity; and the non-citizen’s efforts to gain
citizenship in the host state. 135
Moreover, the Commission has laid particular emphasis on State taking “the best interest of
minor child . . . into consideration in a parent’s removal proceeding” 136 under Article VII.
Importantly, the Commission has emphasized that “these elements are not an exhaustive
list or a rigid set of considerations to be addressed in every case. The balancing test must be
flexible to the specific facts of each individual case.” 137 The present case is precisely the type
which requires a flexible approach to an extreme set of facts involving dire public health and
human rights emergencies.
Here, as in Smith and Armendariz v. U.S., Petitioners have not been given the opportunity
to present a humanitarian defense to deportation or to have their rights to family duly considered
before deportation. Nor were the best interests of Petitioners’ U.S. citizen children taken into
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account by any decision maker. 138 Petitioners face deportation to a country in extreme crisis,
with no guarantees of continued contact (telephonically, electronically, or in person) with their
children and families. In many cases, primary breadwinners will lose the ability to financially
provide for their families, which in most cases include small children and elderly parents. As
documented above, many Petitioners and their families have expressed a sense of panic and
desperation at the prospect of having their families and lives torn apart by the pending
deportations. Accordingly, the United States’ detention and planned deportation of Petitioners
constitutes a violation of their and their families’ rights under Articles V, VI, and VII.
3.

Rights to fair trial and due process (Arts. XVIII, XXVI)

Article XVIII of the American Declaration provides: “Every person may resort to
the courts to ensure respect for his legal rights. There should likewise be available to him
a simple, brief procedure whereby the courts will protect him from acts of authority that,
to his prejudice, violate any fundamental constitutional rights.” Article XXVI provides,
in relevant part: “Every person accused of an offense has the right to be given an
impartial and public hearing, and to be tried by courts previously established in
accordance with pre-existing laws . . . .”
In Smith and Armendariz v. U.S., the Commission adopted the balancing test
articulated above for determining the existence due process violations in the deportation
context. Noncitizens subject to deportation, the Commission found, must have an
opportunity “to present a defense against deportation based on humanitarian and other
considerations.” 139 The State must permit judicial bodies charged with reviewing
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deportation orders to give meaningful consideration to a non-citizen’s defense and
“balance it against the State’s sovereign right to enforce reasonable, objective
immigration policy.” 140 Following Mortlock, the Commission underscored that, “in the
context of immigration proceedings that include the sanction of deportation, . . .
heightened due process protections apply.” 141
Here, as in Smith and Armendariz v. U.S., the majority of Petitioners have not
been given the opportunity to present a humanitarian defense to deportation or to have
their due process rights considered before deportation. They have been found deportable
based on the nature of their convictions, without having had any opportunity to present
arguments or evidence of extenuating circumstances that would mitigate against their
deportation or for a waiver of their deportation. Such a practice directly contravenes the
Commission’s recommendations in Smith and Armendariz.
Indeed, the situation at hand is amongst the most compelling imaginable scenarios
for a humanitarian defense to deportation. Many Petitioners have been in the U.S. for
decades, many from a young age. In many cases, Petitioners’ family and cultural ties to
Haiti were limited to begin with, and even further distanced after the earthquake’s
catastrophic death, injury, and displacement toll. Several Petitioners do not speak Haitian
Kreyol. The majority of Petitioners have children and other close relatives in the United
States. In many cases, Petitioners are the primary breadwinners in their families.
Most compelling in the immediate future, however, is the catastrophic situation in
Haiti. As documented above, if Petitioners are deported to Haiti, many if not all will
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undoubtedly be indefinitely detained in police station holding cells, where they will be
subjected to mistreatment, deprived of adequate food and water, devoid of
communication with family, friends, lawyers, and exposed to a deadly cholera epidemic.
All of these factors weigh heavily in favor of the U.S. government not deporting
Petitioners to Haiti.
The United States’ resumption of deportations of Haitian noncitizens without an
opportunity to present individualized defenses to their deportation based on humanitarian
and other concerns therefore also violates Articles XVIII and XXVI of the American
Declaration.
B. The Commission has previously urged States to adopt precautionary measures
in similar situations to this one.
The Commission has previously requested that the United States adopt precautionary
measures in the context of immigration and health, such as in the case of Andrea Mortlock v.
U.S. 142 Here, several Petitioners suffer from serious medical and mental health conditions that
would not be treated appropriately in Haitian detention centers. Moreover, the entire class of
Petitioners would be exposed to a cholera epidemic in Haiti that will undoubtedly grow in
detention centers if the population housed in those centers is dramatically increased.
The Commission has also previously requested that OAS member states adopt
precautionary measures on behalf of entire communities to protect members who are in danger of
irreparable harm. In the Haitians and Dominicans of Haitian Origin Case, the Commission
granted precautionary measures on behalf of “thousands of persons of Haitian origin and
Dominicans of Haitian descent who had been expelled by the authorities of the Dominican
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Republic, through collective round-ups, and without legal procedures to properly determine the
nationality and family ties of the expelled persons. 143 In 2001, the Commission granted
precautionary measures to the people of La Granja, Ituango municipality, in Antioquia,
Colombia. 144 The precautionary measures were granted for the municipality as whole and
individuals were not specifically named. Also in 2001, the Commission granted precautionary
measures on behalf of members of the National Association of Peasant and Indigenous Women
of Colombia (ANMUCIC). 145 Though only the president of the association was named, the
Commission granted measures to protect the lives and persons of all the unnamed association
members.”
Although only some of the Petitioners are individually named, the exact number of
persons in need of precautionary measures is not known, since the U.S. government’s
announcement regarding resumed deportations came with no warning and with a short time
frame for implementation. A few media reports indicate the initial numbers of deportees are
estimated to be well over one hundred, but this number is unconfirmed and could easily grow or
change. Petitioners, however, form a distinct class and identifiable group with identifiable
members in that they all have been identified as subject to imminent deportation due to their
criminal convictions in the U.S.
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VI. RELIEF REQUESTED
The facts outlined above establish the serious and urgent situation facing the Petitioners.
The U.S. Government’s plan to resume deportations to Haiti will place Petitioners (both named
and unnamed) at risk of death, degrading treatment, arbitrary detention in Haiti, and permanent
separation from family members. Moreover, the change in U.S. Government policy will create
an additional strain on the Government of Haiti despite the Commission’s reminder to States of
their obligation to assist Haiti following the earthquake. 146
To prevent imminent and irreparable harm, Petitioners respectfully request that the
Honorable Commission urge the United States Government to adopt precautionary measures
and, most importantly, immediately halt its plans to resume deportations to Haiti on or about
mid-January 2011 of all Petitioners, which include the 5 named Petitioners and all Haitian
nationals subject to imminent deportation from the U.S.
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rights obligations “in all circumstances” subsequent to the earthquake in Haiti, “in particular non-derogable rights
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Specifically, Petitioners seek the following precautionary measures:
•

Instruct United States Government to halt its plans to resume deportations to Haiti
of Petitioners, including the 5 named Petitioners and all Haitian nationals subject
to imminent deportation;

•

Instruct the United States Government to immediately halt roundups and
detentions of Haitian nationals in the U.S. and to release Petitioners into the
community and facilitate their return home while the Commission considers the
instant request for precautionary measures and during any stay of deportations to
Haiti.

•

Instruct the U.S. Government to publically release information about its decision
to resume deportations to Haiti; and to explain what assessment was conducted of
the circumstances in Haiti prior to the change in policy;

•

Instruct the U.S. Government to engage with the Haitian-American and
immigration advocacy communities in the U.S. in decision-making around
changes in immigration policy with respect to Haiti. This engagement should be
public, transparent and meaningful;

•

Instruct the U.S. Government to protect Petitioners from retaliation or harm for
filing the instant request for precautionary measures;

•

Instruct the U.S. Government to prevent forced sedation or drugging to effectuate
removals to Haiti;

•

Instruct the U.S. Government to grant deferred action to all persons facing
removal to Haiti;

•

Protect Petitioners from inhumane conditions of confinement while in U.S.
custody, including providing medical and mental health care and protection from
excessive force and discriminatory treatment;

•

Ensure the U.S. Government implements special protections for women, children,
and those with chronic medical and/or mental illnesses or disabilities while in
immigration detention;

•

Instruct the U.S. Government to undertake an investigation into any allegations of
cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment and other harsh conditions of detention
and transfers, including allegations of the excessive use of force in the arrest,
detention and transfers of Petitioners;
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•

Ensure the U.S. Government allow access to family members and human rights
organizations to observe and assess the conditions of detention and assist
detainees obtain assistance; and

•

Pursuant to article 18(g) of the Commission’s Statute, order further investigation
into the facts of this case and, if possible, conduct an on-site visit to the detention
facilities where numerous Haitian nationals are held, namely: Tensas Parish
Detention Facility in Waterproof, Louisiana, South Louisiana Correctional
Center, in Basile, Louisiana, and LaSalle Detention Center in Jena, Louisiana.

•

Instruct the wardens, custodians and agencies not to commence removal while the
Commission considers Petitioners requests, including the individuals and agencies
in the following list and all other wardens, custodians and local ICE Field Offices
where Petitioners are detained:
Tensas Parish Detention Center South
Warden John Smith
8606 Highway 65
Waterproof, LA 71375
USA
318-749-5810 Tel
318-749-5811 Fax
South Louisiana Correctional Center
Warden David Viator
3843 Stagg Aven.
Basile, LA 70515
USA
337-432-5493 Tel
337-432-5497 Fax
Krome Detention Center and Field Office
Field Office Director Marc Moore
18201 SW 12th Street
Miami, FL 33194
305-207-2100 Tel
LaSalle Detention Facility (LDF)
Field Office Director Philip T. Miller
Assistant Field Office Director Charles W. Jean
830 Pine Hill Road
Jena, LA 71342
Facility Main Telephone Line: (318) 992-7800
Field Office Main Telephone Line: (318) 992-1609
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Hudson County Correctional Facility
30-35 Hackensack Avenue
Kearny, NJ 07032
U.S.A.
Field Office Director: Christopher Shanahan
Assistant Field Office Director (Detention): William Joyce
Assistant Field Office Director (Detained Case Management): Wayne Muller
Facility Main Telephone Line: (201) 395-5600 - #9
Field Office Main Telephone Line: (212) 863-3401
New Orleans Field Office
1250 Poydras Suite 325
New Orleans, LA 70113
Phone: (504) 599-7800
Newark Field Office
614 Frelinghuysen Ave., 3rd Floor
Newark, NJ 07114
(973) 645-3666 Tel
New York Field Office
26 Federal Plaza, Rm. 1105
New York, NY 10278
(212) 264-4213 Tel
Baker County Facility
1 Sheriff’s Office Drive
MacClenny, FL 32063
Facility Main Telephone Line: (904) 259-2231
Field Office Main Telephone Line: (904) 281-856
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